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Public-Private Partnerships

Port Mann Bridge — British Columbia, Canada
T.Y. Lin International, in collaboration with IBT, teamed with Kiewit | Flatiron in a design-build partnership to win the
design and construction commission of the new Port Mann Bridge over the Fraser River in Vancouver, British Columbia.
The structure will be a unique 10-lane twin roadway bridge supported on single mast pylons. T.Y. Lin International developed this design to meet the particular demands of the site and the project. The single pylon solution proved to be
the key to maintaining traffic through the corridor while minimizing expensive foundation construction. With a 1,542‑ft
main span and deck width of 171 ft, the bridge will have one of the largest cable-stayed bridge decks in the world.

that stand the test of time.

NJ 908.850.3366 | NY 212.228.0662 |

www.tylin.com
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A CALL to ACtion to
NEw York’S coNStructioN iNduStrY
Public-Private Partnerships Provide New Opportunities

Michael S. Zetlin, Esq.
Founding Partner,
Zetlin & De Chiara, LLP
Guest Editor

Unprecedented times call for unprecedented measures, and a
financial crisis is an opportunity for innovative thinkers to come to the
forefront and share their visions. How do we move things forward?
How can we get back to work and come back better and stronger?
What opportunities have arisen out of our financial predicament?
Public-Private Partnerships could be a positive starting point in
answering each of the foregoing questions.

The term “Public-Private Partnership” (P3)
broadly describes an arrangement
between a public agency or government,
and private business—often a consortium
of entities come together to form a Special
Purpose Vehicle (SPV)—whereby the skills
and assets (financial or otherwise) of the
participants are utilized to develop a public
service or project, and the participants
share in both the rewards and risks. P3s
have been used to launch toll road and
bridge projects across the country, since the
fees collected provide long-term revenue to
the project participants. Recently, P3s have
expanded to include other infrastructure,
entertainment, corporate and educational
projects. As long as there are risks and
revenue, there is potential for P3s to
revitalize public projects that might
otherwise be dormant.
The advantages of P3s are numerous.
It goes without saying that government
resources have been stretched to the limit,
particularly at the state and local levels; P3s
reduce the public capital investment usually
required to get these projects underway.
Moreover, the development risk of such
projects, typically the sole province of the
government or public authority, is shared
by multiple parties (as are the rewards of
a successful project). Private businesses
often bring to such projects efficiencies
and schedules that are incumbent upon
profit-making enterprises. Finally, and in
many ways most important, a successfully
completed project or service benefits the
public-at-large.
P3s are a powerful tool but they have come
under fire from politicians who equate their
structure with “selling off” or otherwise
ceding control of government assets to

private companies. However, unlike true
privatization, the government retains
ownership and control of the project or
service and the private company is
essentially an investor, paid back by the
project’s revenue.
Well-structured P3 agreements contemplate
appropriate allocations of risk and reward
between public and private entities,
management of both the construction
process and the completed project or
service, and termination provisions in
the event the partnership is simply not
working or not meeting expected goals. By
definition, P3s blur the line between public
and private interests. Their success rests
with leaders in both the public and private
sectors who are versatile enough to
calculate and satisfy each side of the
equation.
WE NEED TO GET UP TO SPEED
P3s are nothing new in the international
market, but the U.S. lags behind other
developed countries in their utilization. In
the U.S., New York trails behind California,
New Jersey and Virginia, lacking the
legislation and political support to make
these partnerships possible.
But there is hope. National agencies are
working around constraints to make these
partnerships possible and preferable.
Industry leaders are also striving to make
P3s a viable option. P3s are products of
innovation, and it will take the courage
and support of City and State politicians
and agencies to enable them to stimulate
the construction industry, infrastructure
and other public projects in New York and
throughout the U.S.

This supplement to New York Construction
features an interview with Seth Pinsky,
President of the New York City Economic
Development Corporation, who presents
an integrated Public-Private Partnership
business model that consistently produces
results.
Advancing the P3 model, the pages that
follow introduce several industry leaders
and their creative thinking regarding PublicPrivate Partnerships and other innovative
building models that will enhance How We
Will Build New York.
Enjoy the read! n
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Building the partnerships To build new York

NYC economic development corporation
Seth Pinsky Sets The Bar For Public-Private Partnerships

Seth Pinsky, President
NYC Economic Development Corporation

Government agencies across the country
are suffering from a lack of funding
for crucial improvement projects. The
old model for public works is proving
ineffective in an economy where access to
capital is low and risk is high. But a publicprivate model for funding and operating
government property may be the key to
spurring industry and economic growth.
The New York City Economic Development
Corporation has worked with numerous
contractors and other companies to see
public assets maximized and projects
that were previously unfeasible become
major successes. “We make sure that our
interests are aligned,” explains Seth Pinsky,
President of the NYCEDC. “It makes the
whole process smoother and reduces the
chance of conflict when the private partner
wants to finish a project as quickly as the
government client.” According to Pinsky,
the structure of a successful Public-Private
Partnership (P3) relies on three questions:
Who is responsible for doing the work?
Who is responsible for paying for the work?
And who takes on the risk?
Each project the NYCEDC completes
answers these questions differently. “As
it stands, there is no single model for
how the public sector and private sector
can interact with one another,” Pinsky
says. Generally, projects fall into three
basic structures. In the first structure,
public and private sector entities split a

project completely while the private party
focuses only on private sector interests
associated with the property. This is a
model often applied in public improvements
like roadways, parks or infrastructure.
Alternatively, Pinsky says, the public entity
can make a set investment into a property
and leave the public improvements up to
the private entity. The advantage to this
model is a transfer of risk to the private
entity, incentivizing the private party to see
that a job is completed on time and within
budget. Finally, “true partnerships” share
the risks and rewards relatively equally
between public and private institutions.
According to Pinsky, all three models
have value, and the NYCEDC explores
the options for partnership structures
with a view toward maximizing potential
advantages. “We think what’s most
important is being creative and flexible,
especially in an economic environment like
this,” Pinsky says.
Covering Your Assets
According to Pinsky, there are two key
elements to engaging in a Public-Private
Partnership that agencies and private
entities must keep in mind in order to
succeed. First, structure the agreement
such that goals are aligned. “Far too often,
the public and private sides of partnership
have opposing goals and end up working
at cross purposes to each other,” Pinsky
says. Second, ensure strong follow-up. “If
the public sector doesn’t take the effort to
ensure that the private sector is doing what
it pledged to do,” Pinsky warns, “there is
no real accountability there, and all that
structure doesn’t mean anything.”
Pinsky borrows his mantra from the old
adage in arms control: “Trust, but verify.”
Good partnership requires an open mind
and a perspective that takes into account
the motivations and concerns of both
parties, Pinsky insists. “Although we take
responsibility for ensuring that our policy
goals are fulfilled, we try to understand the
project from the private sector standpoint,”
he says.
Stepping into the shoes of the other party
in a partnership grants the NYCEDC insight
into the capabilities and requirements of the

private entity, knowing what concessions
they have to make in order to preserve the
relationship and what elements the other
side can live without. A good public agency
isn’t blind to a private partner’s needs, but
knows where to draw the line. “Success is
in ensuring you have good advisors who
understand the environment, ensuring that
you have good employees who understand
the market, and being rigorous in your
analysis,” Pinsky explains.
Opportunities for M/WBEs:
An Open Dialogue
Under P3s, goals for subcontractor
participation by Minority and Womenowned Business Enterprises (M/WBEs)
can be constant, and can be easily
articulated. “The NYCEDC in particular and
New York City in general has a very good
track record for reaching out to M/WBE
subcontractors,” Pinsky points out.
To maintain a healthy stream of
communication, the NYCEDC holds regular
Public-Private Dialogues, joining NYCEDC
leadership and city government with
leaders in various industries in an open
forum, Pinsky says. “Even more important
than our talking to them is to listen to
them, to hear about what’s happening in
their industries, how we’re being helpful,
how we’re not being helpful, and working
out with them programs that will ensure
that these industries expand and thrive,”
Pinsky points out. The dialogue includes
leaders from all business sizes, with large
companies in dialogue alongside fresh
start-ups.
Though New York State lags behind
other states in the U.S. in number of P3
projects, NYCEDC and innovative New York
companies are working to change that by
maximizing the considerable power of New
York construction with a financing model
that helps to make ambitious projects
possible. “The goal at NYCEDC is to see
business thrive across the board,” Pinsky
says. “We think that in New York, if we’re
not spreading the wealth throughout all
five boroughs and all businesses great and
small, we’re not doing our job.” n
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SOLUTIONS
FOR A BETTER WORLD
The Louis Berger Group, Inc. is one of the leading
infrastructure engineering, environmental science,
planning and economic development operations
in the world . . .

Our P3 Professional Services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic and Financial Feasibility Studies
Toll Roads and Bridge Operations
Review and Preparation of Project Documentation
Due Diligence Studies
Private Sector Development
Public Infrastructure Commercialization & Privatization
Design Criteria Compliance & Certification
Lender’s Representative
Environmental Compliance
Traffic Demand/Revenue Forecasting
Cost and Schedule Control
Program Management
Institutional Reform
Preliminary and Final Designs
Risk Analysis
Cost Estimation

Goethals Bridge
Photo Courtesy of The Port Authority of NY and NJ

THE

Louis Berger Group, INC.

ARCHITECTS | PLANNERS | ENGINEERS | ECONOMISTS | ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTISTS
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Gotham Center RISES IN LONG Island City
NYCEDC & Tishman Speyer Drive New Construction
The parking garage in Long Island City had been an
eyesore in the community for far too long, but funds
simply weren’t available for a new building that would
stimulate growth and improve the skyline in Queens. So
the City turned to Tishman Speyer to help revitalize LIC
and bring in business to the area. With the City’s drive
and Tishman Speyer’s expertise, it was a perfect match.
“At its heart, a Public-Private Partnership (P3) is an
agreement that allows the public and private sectors to
do what they do best and to achieve a better outcome
versus going it alone,” explains Kyle Kimball, Executive
Vice President of Real Estate at the New York City
Economic Development Corporation, the not-for-profit
organization overseeing the partnership.

George Hatzmann

Managing Director
New York Development
Tishman Speyer

“Everyone, from
government to
capital sources
to construction
partners
worked on this
project with
such tenacity,
it’s almost
a logical
conclusion
that it would
succeed.”

In this case, the strength of the public entity was defining
policy goals while the private partner kept a sharp eye
on feasibility.
The model allowed Tishman Speyer to purchase a
portion of the site and become the owner and developer,
helping to fund the work with private money. The
transactions meant concessions on both sides, with
the NYCEDC making sure everyone’s needs could be
satisfied.
When Tishman Speyer needed help leasing the
building’s 660,000 square feet, the City responded by
providing Gotham Center’s first tenant: The New York
City Health Department. “It was an elegant solution
that gave the Health Department a central location and
helped facilitate the partnership, so it was a win on all
fronts,” explains Kimball.
“The time in which this took place was really unique,”
George Hatzmann, Managing Director, New York
Development at Tishman Speyer explains. “It was a
challenging time, and it’s a credit to the City, our partners
and our team that we could get it completed.” The
acceleration of projects that P3s tend to provide also
paid off for Gotham Center, with financing closing within
days of the financial collapse in 2008.
“Everyone, from government to capital sources to
construction partners worked on this project with such
tenacity, it’s almost a logical conclusion that it would
succeed,” Hatzmann says. n
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alternative project delivery:

The art of the flexible deal

John Ferguson
Vice President
Alternative Delivery Program

“There isn’t an
algorithm or
a formulaic
process ...
It’s more of
an art than it
is a scientific
process.”

James Steere
Vice President
New York Metro Operations
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T.Y. Lin International (TYLI) has a reputation
for design ingenuity. So it comes as no
surprise that this engineering giant, with
over 50 years of operation throughout the
United States and Asia, would be at the
forefront of innovative strategies to get
public infrastructure projects engineered and
built in today’s difficult economic climate.
Headed by Vice President John Ferguson,
TYLI’s Alternative Delivery Program is the
firm’s formal response to engage alternative
delivery methods to complete public projects
more cost effectively and timely than with the
traditional Design-Bid-Build method.
TYLI has garnered high regard by owners,
contractors, and concessionaires for
successfully completing Public-Private
Partnership (P3) projects, as well as utilizing
the Design-Build delivery method (whereby
a contractor oversees the entire process
of concurrently designing and building a
project). Alternative Delivery is a faster way
of completing work that Ferguson says is
growing in demand.
It’s a formula that Ferguson explains is almost
a logical conclusion: “People understand that
private industry is going to have to help fund
public transportation projects in order for the
infrastructure to survive—simply relying on
historical revenue streams such as a gas tax
just isn’t viable anymore.”
Strong Leadership as a Driving
Force
James Steere, TYLI’s Vice President for
its New York Metro Operations, has been
with TYLI (formerly Medina Consultants)
for almost 20 years, helping to expand the
business over the decades and watching the
New York market grow. Now, in the midst of
an unprecedented recession, Steere sees
opportunities for strong leadership to make
a change to the traditional thinking of project
delivery. Steere points out, “We’re seeing the
double-edged problem of budgets that are
significantly lacking and a greater need for
more infrastructure that can stimulate growth
and recovery.” Having worked on massive
projects like the ARC Trans-Hudson Express
Tunnel and the World Trade Center, Steere

has seen first-hand the success that private
industry can bring to a public project.
The key, according to Steere, is clarity of
goals. A financial or construction model like
P3 or a Design-Build project demands a
new way of thinking. “Where I see projects
not work is where there’s a lack of clarity,”
Steere explains. Whenever an alternative
delivery mechanism falls short, Steere says,
it is almost always because of an inability to
recognize the changes a new model brings to
the business relationship.
TURNING RISK INTO REVENUE
Failure to properly allocate risk is the greatest
threat to a successful alternative delivery
partnership, Ferguson warns. But with
great risk comes great opportunity. Savvy
contractors can find opportunities in the
larger amount of risk inherent in a DesignBuild project. “There’s a price to that risk,”
Ferguson says. “The contractor that is smart
about mitigating those risks has the ability to
make higher margins than on similar projects
delivered Design-Bid-Build.”
It’s a fluid process that demands an agile
assessor. “There isn’t an algorithm or a
formulaic process which you would use to
determine types and levels of risk,” Ferguson
points out. With risks specific to a site,
such as demographic or environmental
considerations, it takes a versatile and
creative team to succeed. “It’s more of an art
than it is a scientific process,” Ferguson says.
“ALTERNATIVE” OR THE NEW
STANDARD?
Ferguson notes, “If you look at the number
of completed projects by dollar amount,
industry statistics show that next year there
will be more projects completed through
Alternative Delivery than traditional means in
the U.S.” It’s a growing trend that is gaining
momentum as more and more states are
passing legislation to allow these projects
to be completed. “In the next few years,
Alternative Delivery won’t be alternative
anymore,” Ferguson says. “It will simply be
the way work is done.” n
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Innovation in action
OR 38: Elk Creek to Hardscrabble Creek Design-Build - Elkton and Drain, OR
TYLI and Slayden Construction Group designed and constructed five replacement
bridges along highway OR 38. TYLI’s innovative design implemented a Rapid Bridge
Construction (RBC) technique on two of the five structures; the new bridges were
built adjacent to the existing structures and then “slid” into place on permanent
supports. Time to deploy? One weekend. To date, this project has received seven
awards, including AGC of America 2010 Aon Build America Award, Best New
Highway and the 2009 APWA Public Works Project of the Year.

Yadkin River Bridge Design-Build, Davie-Forsyth Counties, North Carolina
North Carolina DOT contracted with the team of English Construction and TYLI
to replace a 1,150-foot, four-lane bridge. TYLI conducted a full hydraulic analysis
during the proposal phase that ended up lowering the proposed grade of the bridge,
resulting in shorter tie-ins to the existing roadway, which removed the need for
retaining walls at one end of the bridge. The hydraulic analysis also showed that wall
piers were not required for the river piers, further lowering the cost of the project.
Additionally, capitalizing on the geotechnical data that showed strong bearing
capacities, TYLI developed a unique three-column pier system that reduced the
linear feet of drilled shafts by nearly 25 percent.
Veterans Memorial Bridge Design-Build Replacement - Portland, Maine
Reed & Reed (R&R) and TYLI designed an innovative 1,610 foot-long precast
segmental concrete structure that reduced the number of spans by nearly half as
compared to the two other submitted designs. R&R/TYLI’s unique bridge alignment
provided savings of over $6 million on a $63 million project. The alignment also
allowed the new bridge to be constructed completely off-line, eliminating the need to
impact traffic on the existing bridge during the construction of the new bridge.

ARC Trans-Hudson Express Tunnel – New York, NY
This $8.7 billion project includes a new two-track tunnel under the Hudson River and
a new rail terminal under 34th Street adjacent to Penn Station. TYLI was responsible
for comprehensive land surveying and right-of-way mapping services. Most property
parcels were impacted by numerous existing and proposed subsurface easements
(tunnels, utilities, access ways, and construction areas). The challenge of defining such
complex geometry in the required deed descriptions was solved by including three
dimensional isometric drawings as part of the associated parcel mapping package.

Medina Consultants aCquired by t.y. Lin international
Medina Consultants has seen New York City through 20 years of boom and bust. Its founder,
Robert Medina, developed the company’s reputation for innovation in engineering by successfully
delivering on some of the most high-profile and complex projects in the greater New York area.
Seeing Medina’s superb reputation for innovation and quality of product and service, along with a
substantial opportunity for growth in the region, T.Y. Lin International acquired Medina Consultants in
March. “We’ve been here 20 and partnered with some of the largest engineering companies in the
area,” Robert Medina explains, “but, in terms of size, we were limited. Now, by combining TYLI’s and
Medina’s expertise and resources, we can offer a greater degree of service to our existing and new
clients.”

Robert Medina
Senior Vice President
and East District Director

It’s a recipe for success that takes advantage of Medina’s experience on public projects like the $8.7
billion ARC Trans-Hudson Express Tunnel project, a massive undertaking advocated and supported by
private industry. The market is ripe in New York, and T.Y. Lin International has a firm base for growth in
the City.
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Identifying Risk:
Where lessons learned build success

Michael Kirk
Director of Virginia
Operations

Nikhil Bhandari
Vice President

Public-Private Partnerships (P3s) offer
unprecedented advantages to government
agencies willing to invest in them, and when
the initial phases of the process are properly
navigated, it can yield outstanding results.
Michael Kirk, Director of Virginia Operations
at The Louis Berger Group, notes that each
site and project can have discrete and
unique context-specific characteristics.
From evaluating right-of-way restrictions,
utility obstructions and environmental
obligations to revenue projections and profit
expectations, there can be many unknown
factors affecting a project for which public
agencies traditionally assumed responsibility.
Some risks are newer to the private sector,
and they can become either liabilities or
pathways to greater reward. “There’s a
value to determining how far the pendulum
swings,” Kirk points out.
Knowing the Challenges
Public agencies must manage their own
risks such as a bidding party that is unable
to reach financial closure and the difficulties
of expropriation and eminent domain,
while private entities are subject to largescale market fluctuations in demand and
depreciation or appreciation.
Both parties face variable political risks.
Any public agency is ultimately a part of
a larger organization, and changes within
that organization can affect public policy or
preferences in procurement and create labor

10

challenges that neither the private company
nor the public agency can control.

projects from a unique perspective and
steady outlook.

Political support is critical for the success
of a Public-Private Partnership. “There are
many P3 allies in our state governments,”
says Nikhil Bhandari, Vice President for
The Louis Berger Group. “Know who they
are and work collaboratively with them to
promote projects.”

The structure of a P3 allows for shifts and
adjustments to ensure satisfaction for all
parties, and The Louis Berger Group is adept
at using that versatility to help maximize
value. “P3s are a mechanism for flexible
delivery,” Bhandari explains, “and The Louis
Berger Group strives to examine all the areas
where that mechanism can be strengthened
and adjusted to suit shifting needs on a
project.”

FINDING THE REWARDS
The Louis Berger Group has developed a
risk-identification model that examines every
element of an agreement, from engineering
and enviromental/regulatory concerns to
financial analyses. “It is important to have an
understanding of how each cost component
affects every other component, rather than
myopically looking at one element at a time,”
Kirk explains. The Louis Berger Group has
diverse experience working with both public

While P3s may reallocate risks to the
private sector, they address and mitigate
the budgetary challenges and delays the
public sector often faces. With the right
partnerships and a realistic identification of
risk, The Louis Berger Group has supported
the P3 process to overcome those
challenges. n

Connie Crawford Joins The Louis Berger Group

Connie Crawford, P.E.,
Senior Vice President,
US Engineering Operations

Educator, owner and licensed professional engineer, Connie
Crawford has worn her share of hats over an impressive
30-year career, including executive positions at the MTANew York City Transit, New York City Department of
Transportation and Parsons Transportation Group. Her
track record includes overseeing design and construction
for the New York City subway system where she supervised
over 1,500 engineers, architects and other professionals,
managing all aspects of New York City’s 875 bridges,
and handling billions of dollars in projects in the U.S. and
overseas. She also taught a bridge engineering course at
Princeton for four years.

In November 2009, Crawford stepped down as Senior Vice
President/Chief Engineer of New York City Transit to return
to the private sector, joining The Louis Berger Group as Senior Vice President for U.S.
engineering operations, overseeing a large portfolio of highways, bridges, rail, transit
and facilities in 28 domestic offices.
“I am very excited to have Connie leading U.S. engineering,” D. James Stamatis,
Group Vice President of The Louis Berger Group, said. “Her passion and career
objectives are aligned closely with The Louis Berger Group’s strategic goals.”
“Berger
a great
place toand
work
because it hires smart, passionate people and gives
and
privateissector
partners,
approaches
them the opportunity to put the full resources of Berger to work,” Crawford said.
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Dulles greenway:
private toll road a model p3
The Dulles Greenway, which is one of the first P3 tollway projects
on the East Coast, connects the Dulles International Airport with the
town of Leesburg, Virginia around Washington, D.C. From 2002 to
2003, The Louis Berger Group served as technical adviser, providing
the 14-mile, $326 million facility with updated traffic and revenue
forecasts under various scenarios over a 50-year horizon. The work
led to an aggressive capital improvement program, coordinating with
state officials to set tolls and with financial institutions to establish a
bond rating that could adapt to private-sector needs.

Source: www.dullesgreenway.com/cgi-bin/dgfacts.cfm?home=dg

Goethals bridge:
New York’s high profile p3 experiment
Originally built in the 1920s, the aging Goethals Bridge is due for an
update. With limited funds and bonding, the Port Authority of New
York and New Jersey is exploring a P3 model to rebuild the bridge to
accommodate for traffic concerns with wider lanes as well as for rail.
The Louis Berger Group has offered vital support to the Port Authority,
completing an environmental impact statement on the physical, social
and cultural effects of constructing the new bridge immediately adjacent
to the existing bridge and then demolishing the existing bridge. The
project will help to pave the way for a transit upgrade that is crucial to
maintaining the competitiveness of the New York shipping industry.
“It’s an ideal step for New York,” Bhandari says. “Traffic flow is
acceptable and both the public and private sides can reasonably expect
to make a return on their investment.” Goethals Bridge is poised to become an early foothold for P3s in New York, and The Louis Berger
Group is proud to be part of that effort.

South Coast Rail:
Corridor-Based Public-Private Financing
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts is actively examining Public-Private Partnerships to generate revenue
sources to help finance the South Coast Rail project, a new $1.4 billion transit corridor. The 60-mile transit
project extends from Boston to New Bedford/Fall River and is proposed to be constructed in conjunction
with incentives for Smart Growth around new and existing transit stations. The South Coast Rail project is the
first major new public transit initiative in Massachusetts proposed to be financed by a combination of public
revenues coupled with innovative public-private financing. Berger is preparing the federal Environmental
Impact Statement and state Environmental Impact Report for this project, examining all relevant economic and
environmental aspects.
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national boundaries,” Yelds says. “When
we work with the public sector we’re
able to bring that global perspective and
expertise to help bring projects to fruition.”
Port of Miami tunnel: a Watershed in P3

This 35-year P3 between the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) and Miami Access Tunnel
Port of Miami Tunnel: A Watershed in P3
consortium (MAT) brought together nearly $1 billion
This 35-year P3 between the Florida Department
worth of financing for a project that otherwise would
of Transportation (FDOT) and Miami Access Tunnel
not have been possible. The project was awarded
consortium (MAT) brought together nearly $1 billion
and ultimately reached financial close on the grounds
worth of financing for a project that otherwise would
of a maximum availability payment to MAT, that was
not have been possible. Designed to divert traffic to the
approximately half of what was originally forecasted
Port of Miami away from the dense down-town area,
by FDOT. This clearly demonstrates the value the P3
the project had been delayed almost four years until the
process can deliver. AECOM is currently engaged in the
private sector team of Meridiam, Dragages Concession
design of ITS and tunnel control systems on behalf of
Florida Inc. and AECOM helped FDOT complete the
the Design-Build joint venture led by Bouygues.
project with considerable savings in tax-payer dollars.
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“This project represents a turning point for the P3
industry, as a functional merger of global sensibilities
“It was a case of global P3 sensibilities merging with a
and a uniquely American political structure,” Shekleton
very uniquely American political structure,” Shekleton
says. “And that is exactly what has to happen for P3s in
says. “And that is exactly what has to happen for P3s in
the U.S. to work.”
the US to work.”
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PARTNERING MORE POWERFULLY

AECOM, a world leader in professional technical
and management support services, delivers
expertise in Public-Private Partnerships (PPP)
to clients around the world. AECOM advises
grantors seeking the best procurement options
for their infrastructure programs. AECOM also
works with developers, financiers, owners and
other key players in the PPP market to improve
their competitiveness on projects.

AECOM was the lead designer for Texas
State Highway 130 (shown above), a $1.4
billion, 50-mile toll road that was the first
PPP concession in the state. It provides an
alternative to the heavily traveled roadways
between Austin and San Antonio.
Other PPP projects that AECOM is currently
working on include the Port of Miami Tunnel
in Florida and the North Tarrant Express
corridor in Texas.

www.aecom.com
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halcrow charts a new road map for
transportation and infrastructure
Halcrow has 150 years of global experience
completing public projects through a
diverse array of funding mechanisms.
The global firm continues to work with
public agencies, project promoters,
concessionaires and financiers across
the U.S. and abroad to help solve some
of their greatest infrastructure challenges
while disseminating knowledge on the often
misunderstood Public-Private Partnership
(P3).

Michael Della Rocca
President
Halcrow North America

“The need to find new
ways to fund major
infrastructure projects
is at the forefront of
our industry. Vehicles
such as P3 can not
only help secure the
funds to accomplish
the management
and renewal of our
infrastructure assets,
but can also power the
engines of economic
growth, enhance safety
and environmental
performance and make
a positive difference in
people’s lives.”
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“The need to find new ways to fund major
infrastructure projects is at the forefront of
our industry,” Michael Della Rocca, Group
Board Director and President, Halcrow in
North America, says. “Vehicles such as
P3s can not only help secure the funds
to accomplish the management and
renewal of our infrastructure assets, but
can also power the engines of economic
growth, enhance safety and environmental
performance and make a positive difference
in people’s lives.”
Global Perspective
Halcrow has worked across the globe
to provide growing communities with
transportation, water, energy and
sustainable buildings. But improving
infrastructure – no matter where in the
world – is a big investment. “The fact of
the matter is, traditional approaches and
prior benchmarks have been altered, and
we need to accept a new order, whether
it’s P3s or other alternative delivery
methods,” Della Rocca says.
HERE AT HOME
Halcrow brings to bear an intimate
understanding of U.S. markets and what
advantages P3s can offer in completing
public work, but the company also guards
against unwarranted over-enthusiasm.
“It’s important to temper the inclination
among some that P3s are a panacea or
silver bullet,” Manju Chandrasekhar, a Vice
President with Halcrow says. “In reality,
P3s are a lot more than just a knee-jerk
response to being strapped for cash.”
“It’s also important to note that there’s
a common misconception that the U.S.
is a single market in regard to P3s when
it’s more like 50 distinct markets, each

with its own goals, political structures
and agencies that have to be approached
in a unique way,” adds Chandrasekhar.
P3s have been around much longer than
the current recession, Chandrasekhar
points out, and will remain long after the
market turns around. Overseas, P3s are
well regarded, but opposition among the
general public and politicians in some
states has stood in the way of broader
acceptance here in the U.S. “There’s
a misconception that P3s involve a
public entity actually selling an asset to
a company, often to a foreign company,
which may have resulted from the
mischaracterization of early P3
transactions, which were mostly toll
road concessions, as asset sales,”
Chandrasekhar explains.
The P3 Domino Effect
The 2009 Smart Market Report Halcrow
embarked on in conjunction with McGrawHill reported that 81 percent of agencies
experienced in P3s were willing to consider
them again, while the majority of agencies
not currently supporting them were doing
so out of ambivalence. It’s a statistic that
suggests it’s only a matter of time before
the other agencies catch on—a literal P3
domino effect. And as more projects are
completed in diverse but generally unique
ways, new and alternative contractual
models will naturally develop.
Halcrow has spent a tremendous amount of
time on both sides of the bargaining table,
advising public as well as private parties
and conducting research to maximize the
effectiveness of P3 agreements. Whether
highway, rail, transit or ports, P3s are
changing the way stakeholders work.
NEW YORK’S NEEDS
Whether it’s aging roads, bridges or
tunnels, New York City and its surrounding
communities have enormous unmet needs.
Much of the City’s infrastructure was built
around 100 years ago. And while a few
new projects are underway – such as the
new mass transit tunnel project called
Access to the Region’s Core (ARC) which
is set to double commuter rail capacity
between New Jersey and New York – the
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need to repair or replace the City’s ailing
infrastructure is cause for concern. But P3s
can help get the job done.
The Port Authority of New York & New
Jersey knows this and has hired Halcrow
as an advisor to help the agency determine
and implement alternative project delivery
methods to replace The Goethals Bridge,
which was one of the first structures built
by the Port Authority.
“The creativity and can-do attitude
shown by the Port Authority needs to be
replicated by other agencies and the state
government,” Della Rocca says. “Creating
alternative financing to fund our most
important transportation infrastructure will
not only keep our region moving but will be
an example for other states going forward.”
n

Halcrow’s Checklist
for a Successful P3
Public SECTOR REQUIREMENTS
(CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS) :
•	Regulatory / institutional
framework in place
• Stakeholder buy-in (political /
institutional)
• Accelerated project delivery
(finance / innovation)

I-495 Capital Beltway in Virginia
Despite the fact that construction is
underway, communication with all the
stakeholders involved in the project
is the biggest factor for the project’s
smooth advancement, according to
Dusty Holcombe, Assistant Director
of Innovative Project Delivery for the
Virginia Department of Transportation
(VDOT). “VDOT has played a significant
role in helping the concessionaire to
engage local stakeholders on a variety of
sensitive issues, including coordination
of the construction work with other major
projects under construction in the area,
maintenance of traffic during construction,
environmental impacts and right-of-way
acquisition,” Holcombe says. “Our joint
approach to public outreach has helped
ensure continued local support for the
project.”
The project has also continued to evolve
under the partnership. Holcombe explains, “VDOT and the concessionaire successfully
negotiated two significant additional scope items. The first adds to the scope of work to
reconstruct a bridge span over the mainline roadway. The second adds some additional
improvements to the Dulles Toll Road exchange.” Because the project was already well
underway when the recession hit, Holcombe reports that it has largely been to the benefit
of the project. Instead of the five years originally designated for construction, substantial
completion is now expected at four and half years. “The condition of the economy
over the past year has, in some ways, helped the concessionaire and its design-build
contractor to manage the progress of the project. There has been a pool of labor to step
in as construction work has increased. In addition, the prices of raw materials have fallen,
allowing the design-build contractor more flexibility to expend funds on accelerating the
work.”

•	Risk transference (cost / schedule)
• Cost efficiencies (best practices /
technology)
• Competition (price)
• Qualified providers (experience)
• Internal resources (procurement /
administration)
• Accountability (monitoring /
management)
private SECTOR REQUIREMENTS
(CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS) :
•	Regulatory / institutional
framework in place
• Essential to public (“demonstrated”
need)
• Demonstrable feasibility (market /
technical / environmental / financial
/ risk allocation)
•	Risk management (allocation /
rewards)
• Transparency (procurement)
• Due diligence (volume / costs /
revenues / risks)
• Public sector “buy-in” (permitting /
acquisition)
• “True” partnership (contractual
framework)
• Innovation (costs / risks / revenues)

The New LBJ (I-635) in Texas
The most important next step for this project is to line up the private financing available.
Andy Rittler, Director of Corporate Affairs with the LBJ Group, explains that, “The
deadline for reaching that financing is October 20th, but the project sponsors are working
to close in the spring.” While the recession has not been the impetus for this project that
it has been for the Capital Beltway in Virginia, Rittler believes that the private participation
in this project has made dealing with the budget shortfalls easier for Texas: “The use
of private funds on this project allows for state funds to be efficiently used elsewhere.”
Again, as with the Capital Beltway project, Rittler identifies stakeholder support as a
key factor in the project advancing smoothly. “We feel the public and the public sector
understand the need for this investment, and there is growing support,” he says.
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BRINGING GLOBAL STRENGTHS TO THE US P3 MARKET

“Skanska is very bullish on the U.S. market. We expect greater
acceptance of P3s by states, and a more robust, predictable
delivery process and project pipeline,” Reichelt says.

William V. McGuinness
Executive Vice President
Skanska USA Civil

Karl H. Reichelt
Executive Vice President
Skanska Infrastructure Development

Public-Private Partnerships (P3s) are an innovative approach to
bringing infrastructure projects to the public. P3s are effectively
used worldwide for the development of new schools, hospitals,
roads, and even street lighting, yet remain a relatively new
concept in the United States. That’s changing in large part due to
an estimated $2.2 trillion need for new infrastructure nationwide
with limited options for government funding.

Skanska: Around the World and Back at Home
Skanska has been hard at work in several states helping to
develop P3s. Projects like the Midtown-Downtown Tunnel
project connecting Norfolk and Portsmouth, Virginia and the
Ronald Reagan Parkway Extension outside Atlanta, Georgia are
promising opportunities for Skanska and its partners. “Nationally
there is huge potential here,” says McGuinness. “Skanska sees
this as a huge opportunity for high-end growth in partnership with
our best clients and programs.”
While the pool of fertile state markets expands, Skanska’s global
experience involves impressive P3 projects, and the company is
eager to apply lessons learned from those projects to the U.S.
market. n

“A P3 involves a public client and a private developer joining
together to deliver a critical new infrastructure project that
requires private sector development, investment, construction,
and operational strengths,” explains Karl H. Reichelt, Executive
Vice President of Infrastructure Development for the global
construction services firm Skanska.
Reichelt adds that the public client – such as a state Department
of Transportation – can assist P3 projects with permitting,
technical and environmental requirements, federal approvals,
legislation, and public education. “A true P3 matches the strength
and experience of the government partner with those of firms like
Skanska,” Reichelt says.
William V. McGuinness, Executive Vice President of Skanska
USA Civil, notes, “A good P3 project is founded on a strong
community need with public support, and a sound Business Case
with revenues that cover costs. It should have a clear conceptual
scope and readiness to market, with a well-framed contract and a
balanced risk/reward incentive.”

Barts and the Royal London New Hospitals Program
The new updates to Bart’s and Royal London Hospitals
promise to be the UK’s largest hospital redevelopment
program, with Skanska providing 38 percent partial
ownership. With 1,248 new beds and 30 operating theaters
at the two hospitals, Skanska and the Barts and the London
NHS Trust worked tirelessly to create this nearly $1.5 billion
(U.S.) project for one of London’s oldest hospitals and most
deprived neighborhoods.

“In our experience, a P3 can be successful if the partners stay
focused on the desired outcome,” says Reichelt. “Openness,
transparency, alignment and reasonableness are key attributes to
building a solid, long-term partnership that delivers results.”
McGuinness adds, “For a successful P3 program, up-front
alignment of the goal is a must, clearly identified and embraced
by all participants, including the community, political machine,
client, industry and end-users.”
Finally, McGuinness says, “There must be a clear and transparent
procurement mechanism in place to attract competitive
innovation and ensure timely award.”
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The use of P3s as a procurement method has struggled for broad
acceptance in the U.S., largely due to political or governmental
concerns. However, several states have embraced P3s, and
many projects are planned or have been awarded in recent years.

Autopista Central
The largest infrastructure city road project in Chile, Autpista
Central is a part of the Pan American corridor linking Chile
with South American countries along the Pacific Ocean.
A Skanska-led consortium coordinated with 14 different
municipalities, 15 utility companies and a dozen police
departments to complete construction on this 61-kilometer,
six-lane tolled highway. The human impact of the project was
tremendous, cutting accidents in half, reducing transit times
by as much as an hour, and creating over 1,000 jobs through
economic growth. Autopista Central is a prime example of the
effect P3s can have on the public good.
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THE NEW STAPLETON WATERFRONT

IronState Development Companies Joins with NYCEDC to Build
New Communities on Staten Island
Converting the now defunct Navy Homeport on Staten Island into
a waterfront community is an impressive undertaking requiring a
tremendous commitment of funds and development. It would be
a model community for the City, but to facilitate the project, New
York would have to rely on a private developer to help manage
the public land.
Ironstate Development has worked for 30 years to develop a
reputation for building communities. With multiple projects in New
Jersey, the company has been part of the growing urbanization
and community production in that state for years, and has
cultivated a mindset unique for a private entity.
“Because we own our projects, they tend to be developed with a
lifetime ownership mentality,” Josh Wuestneck, Senior Vice
President at Ironstate Development Companies, a division of
Applied Development Companies, points out. That community
mentality meant a holistic approach to developing the two land
parcels Ironstate eventually bought from the City.
“We looked at demographic information, at the goals that the
City had for the project,” Wuestneck explains, “such as keeping
Staten Island attractive to its young population.” Ironstate had the
creativity and approach from the private perspective, but it took a
strong advocate for the public to make the agreement
possible.
“We were frankly impressed with the level of talent and expertise
on the other side of the table,” Wuestneck says, “and the
professionals at NYCEDC were never shy about expressing what
the City needed.”

Agile and Timely Responses –
On Both Sides of the Development Table
When the City couldn’t afford to manage public parks at the
waterfront, Ironstate had the flexibility to accommodate that
need, and the speed with which the public side could respond to
the developer’s needs in turn was a vital strength for the project.
Savvy city government is a healthy trend Wuestneck in turn
encourages and it is just another reason for the growing
resurgence in urbanization. “It’s so much more complex than just
carving up empty space for houses,” Wuestneck explains. “There
are elements interwoven in the fabric of a community, and we
never think of these as closed off or isolated projects; it’s simply
not part of our business model.”
The first phase of development has already begun under
Ironstate, as they pave the way for more companies to help build
the community. “We feel that being the first developer on the site,
we’ll be creating value for future work, and we’ve made it clear we
want to be part of the continued development,” Wuestneck says. n

50 Washington Street, Hoboken, New Jersey 07030
201.963.5200 • 201.963.5020
www.ironstate.net
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Goshow architects
a new blueprint for successful
public-private partnerships
Far too often, developments for the public
good are put on hold for lack of financing. A
project that may not yield a high margin of
profit is of little interest to the private sector,
and public agencies that can’t foot the bill find
themselves without the means to complete
a project and ultimately serve social needs.
But, if the public and private sectors can
combine common good with the bottom line,
they can create benefits for everyone.

innovative development
model for new family models

Nancy Goshow
Managing Partner
Goshow Architects

Nancy Goshow, founder and managing partner
of Goshow Architects LLP has worked on
numerous projects in New York made possible
by the hard work of public and private entities.
In Goshow’s experience, Public-Private
Partnerships (P3s) can make previously impossible projects a reality,
so long as leadership on all fronts maintains their diligence.

The Added Value of Public-Private Partnerships
“You have to start with in-depth research by the public entity,”
Goshow points out, “and this has to be realistic and market driven.”
For public entities, it pays to know what to expect, and to account for
every reasonable eventuality in their request for proposals. “There can
always be elements that the public entity hasn’t thought of,” Goshow
says, “but if the RFP is competitive enough, it will attract potential
partners who can identify those risks and fill those gaps.” As the
partnership gets underway, the response to the RFP will become the
outline for a contract, so it’s crucial to keep the finished product in
mind from the very beginning.
Milestones are vital as well, with rewards that offset the continued
burdens of construction that the private sector partner is taking
on.“These projects can be much accelerated,” Goshow explains,
“so there has to be a very well-planned strategy for moving forward,
with rewards catching up to shifts in risk.” The life cycle of a P3 tends
to be dynamic, with transfers of responsibilities at key points, and
every point of transfer should have strong contractual ties that keep
progress moving.
Goshow warns that some companies may not take into account
the generally long-term nature of a P3, which can mean decades of
maintenance and management of public facilities. “At the same time,
you need to have clear and uncomplicated exit strategies in case
someone doesn’t uphold their end of the bargain,” Goshow points
out.
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“P3 projects are a collaborative operation, and it takes everyone at
the table doing their part to get anything done,” Goshow says. P3s
cannot survive under the mentality that one side works for the other.
“The goals are almost never completely the same on the surface, but
if each side keeps their goals in mind while honoring the goals of their
partners, then everyone succeeds.” n

Grandparent Family Apartments

Grandparent Family Apartments, funded in part by the nonprofit Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) in conjunction with public financing and located on NYC Housing
Authority land in the Bronx, is a unique financing story for
a unique type of family: grandparents raising their grandchildren. Goshow Architects designed the 50 apartments
of this P3 project that uses a Public-Private Partnership to
build a community.

Caption

Astoria Senior Housing

Goshow Architects, in collaboration with Monadnock
Construction, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) and the not-for-profit Hellenic American Neighborhood Action Committee (HANAC) designed a
$22-million P3 senior housing project. Combining business
sense with civic duty, the P3 team produced a 66-home
project for the City’s elderly that would never have been
possible as a wholly private or public venture.
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Tishman speyer is proud
To be a member of The
Long IsLand CIty CommunIty
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Cuny And CAPstone develoPment set
A neW bAr in residenCe HAll ConstruCtion
Public & Private sectors join forces for higher education

The Towers Residence Hall at City College of New York
Educational institutions are often some
of the first to take advantage of a new
idea, and City University of New York is
no exception. The City’s higher education
system, which oversaw mostly commuter
institutions, decided it was time to build
on-campus housing at two locations: City
College of New York and Queens College.
With enrollment increasing in colleges
across the country, CUNY leadership
knew the expansion was necessary, but
didn’t have the funds to make it possible.
“Government tends to protect itself from
scandal by public bidding, which gets to
be very expensive and inhibiting timewise,” Donal Farley, Vice Chancellor
Emeritus at CUNY explains. Until last
year, public bidding for projects in New
York over $50,000 required at least
four separate contracts for the different
elements of construction. Often, notes
Farley, the process forced the public
entity to choose the lowest bidder on
each contract, restricting the ability
to choose work based on reputation
or previous experience, and reducing
the public’s leverage in controlling
performance.
After a rigorous RFP and interview
process, CUNY found a company willing
to develop the residence halls and with
the expertise to manage them: Capstone
Development Corporation.
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Headquartered in Birmingham, Alabama,
Capstone Development specializes
in campus-oriented student housing
development and management and has
developed nearly $3 billion in residence
halls over its 20-year history. According to
Bruce McKee, Executive Vice President
at Capstone, it was a pleasant surprise
to see an RFP for a Public-Private

The Summit Residence Hall at Queens College

Partnership coming from New York.
“While New York City is a unique market,
educational institutions in the North East
have historically been known to be more
conservative in terms of how they procure
facility development,” McKee explains.
“It was a welcome opportunity to have
CUNY taking that leap into student
housing P3s.”
Work began first on The Towers, a
600-bed facility at City College. “There
were growing pains, of course,” Farley
admits. “But we had a commitment from
Capstone and from the leadership at
CUNY to see the project through, which
ultimately paid off.” The Towers project
was an ultimate success and paved
the way for Capstone’s next success at
Queens College.
A Well-ConCeived PlAn
Sue Henderson, Vice President of
Institutional Advancement at Queens
College, says the staff at the college knew
what they wanted well before the project
began, and that making those needs clear
made all the difference.
Attempts had been made in the past to
build on-campus housing, but when it
came to financing, no developer could
provide what the college needed. “We
had great cooperation and support from
the central office, and when we saw
what work they were doing at CCNY, we
learned from that and applied it to our
own project,” Henderson says.
Queens College staff did the initial legwork, reviewing development plans over
the next 15 years to find a location for a
residence hall that would accommodate
and compliment growth. “We knew
what we needed going in, from the bed

count to parking accommodations to
any seemingly illogical concession that a
college might need,” Henderson points
out. The savvy leadership at Queens
College made the work for Capstone and
its private partners that much easier.
But a successful P3 takes tremendous
work from every project vector, especially
when the college has offered the housing
to an incoming student body. Having
these halls occupancy-ready on time was
paramount. It takes concessions on both
sides, and a spirit of partnership to keep
the entire project as the top priority. “This
is like entering into a 35-year marriage,”
Henderson says. “You don’t go into
something like that lightly.”
Nancy Goshow, founding partner of
Goshow Architects, the architect of
record for both projects, says that the
network of incentives to perform pushed
every partner to succeed. “We knew from
our side that we had to satisfy everyone’s
concerns in the end product,” Goshow
points out. “Everyone in that agreement
was our client, so it was important to
keep everyone’s needs in mind.”
Even with the recession putting projects
on hold across the country, Capstone
Development has seen the student
housing P3 market continue to grow,
expecting to reach financial close on
nearly $600 million of contracts in the
first half of 2010. “Our backlog is as
substantial as it’s been in our 20-year
history,” McKee says, a fact made
possible by innovative P3s and the
educational institutions with the foresight
to take advantage of these powerful tools.
n
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How We Will Build

New york

Industry Leaders Weigh In

What’s important for transportation and public buildings is of course decreasing tax revenues, and New York has been
sometimes graded poorly on public projects by the American Society of Civil Engineers. But already, we’ve seen some
responsibilities traditionally held by public entities like the MTA shifting to the private side, which has yielded immediate results
for Tectonic and the industry as a whole. Of course there’s no easy answer, but apprehension about private commitment to
projects has to be overcome to complete work.
Donald Benvie – President and CEO, Tectonic Engineering & Surveying Consultants PC
At present everything is at a standstill until it’s permanently financed. The money has to be in place, and the most important
thing is for government to make sure the money is in place, to see that capital improvements scheduled for infrastructure can
actually go through. But it has to be the government leading the way; nobody else has the power.
Ron Berger, Executive Director, Subcontractors Trade Association

Every decade brings change to the industry, and MBI Group is constantly evaluating how we do business and how to better
serve our clients. As we enter our third decade of operation, we see strategic partnerships as the key to success in one of
the most challenging times in the industry’s history. MBI is always integrally involved with our partners, and it’s that spirit of
partnership that will build New York.
Edward Campanella-Rodriguez, Founder and President, MBI Group
The key to completing projects will be cost reduction. We have been working with the Project Labor Agreements (PLAs) to
reduce hard construction costs, and trying to make better use of the labor management pension plans to combine them with
public pension monies and find ways of creating a pool to get projects off the ground. Whether it’s a new project or one that
has been stalled, it makes no difference. This is a relationship business. If we can make those projects move forward, we will.
Louis J. Coletti, President and CEO, Build Trades Employers’ Association

“P3s are products of innovation, and it will take the courage and

support of City and State politicians and agencies to enable them
to stimulate the construction industry.” - Michael Zetlin, Zetlin & De Chiara LLP

I’d like to see the need for P3s obviated where the government can step up and perform the work that needs to be done, as I
see P3s to be a temporary solution. We have an exploding need for infrastructure improvement at a time of crisis and stress,
and government has to recognize the difference between expense spending and capital spending. This will take courage in
Washington, and probably another stimulus package.
Henry Goldberg, Managing Partner, Goldberg and Connolly
We are one of the few firms in the marketplace that have done P3 work for projects and international projects for years, and to
me it seems purely a function of time as to when they will become a common method of delivery. It allows us to have all parties
on the same side of the table, which allows us to rebuild New York in an efficient and effective manner.
Louis C. Grassi, Founding Partner, Grassi & Co., CPAs

To flourish in today’s market, construction professionals must be fully equipped with a tool kit that includes highly competitive
skills. The New York City Chapter of The National Electrical Contractors Association leads the industry in terms of trained,
skilled and experienced electrical contractors. Our organization has the credentials to complete high quality electrical
installations. But more important, our new collective bargaining agreement will make us even more competitive in an
environment challenged by limited budgets. We are leading our industry with new tools that are making us more competitive
than ever.
Edwin Lopez, Chapter Manager, National Electric Contractors Association
At McKissack, we will build New York with a cadre of new services that meet the market’s new construction demands. To
prepare for a new building cycle, McKissack is diversifying its services by offerings at-risk CM services. As an integral part
of New York’s building community and the oldest Minority and Woman-Owned Business in the country, we are hard at work
expanding our capital, bonding, professional and technology resources to advance our position in the mainstream construction
market, further anchoring our competitive edge.
Cheryl McKissack, President, McKissack & McKissack
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Leaders of the building
industry have been
supportive of collaborative
agreements for quite some
time now, but in order to
put any of the collaborative
agreements into action,
solid relationships must be
formed. Our relationships
are formed with people and entities that share
common goals, have the wherewithal to make
good on their end and most importantly, that
we trust. With the right relationships in place,
integrated delivery mechanisms will only help
to reduce construction costs, enabling us to
benefit from sustainable practice.

Jonathan Mallie, Principal / Managing
Director, SHoP Construction Services

Structural Analysis & Design
Geotechnical Engineering
Environmental Permitting
Site Planning & Design
Surveying
Construction Management
Special Inspections
Materials Testing

29-16 40th Avenue
Long Island City, NY 11101
(718) 391-9200
www.tectonicengineering.com

We just finished one of the largest commercial engineering projects in U.S. history, but there are no more private-sector
projects of that magnitude in this economy, so we’re looking for public-sector projects in government or education work. We’re
participating in design-build projects, basically trying to open ourselves up to new sorts of consulting activities. It requires
diligence in finding profitable work and the courage to take the risk in seeking it out.
Daniel Nall, Senior Vice President, Director of Sustainability WSP Flack + Kurtz

We’re working diligently at the city, state and federal levels to develop financing mechanisms as well as public policies to
encourage green retrofits. We’re working closely with the City of New York to encourage these financing mechanisms and
policies through the Greener Greater Building Code. We focus on up-front analyses that demonstrate for owners the potential
cost savings and ROI to be realized through energy-efficient and sustainable retrofits. Every project has to be justified by an
economic business case and real cost savings, and that’s the driving factor in the work we do, especially in this economy.
Dana Schneider, Northeast Market Lead, Sustainability, Project and Development, Jones Lang LaSalle
Especially in this challenging economy, owners, public and private, that embrace new technologies and better means and
methods will have a competitive advantage. I see organizations involved in the actual construction process leveraging
technologies like BIM and Theometrics to provide “Actionable Information” and integrate all the elements on a project. It will be
the technological drive facilitating P3s and all efficient work.
Sam Stathis, Founder & CEO, Theometrics
In times like this there are always opportunities. We’re working on developing partnerships with and for other businesses, and
we recognize that there’s a growing need for personal relationships. Our main goal has always been that a client can call on
us for hands-on, personal service, and the current crisis is no different. It will take everyone on both sides of the public-private
dynamic working together to create more jobs, and it’s ultimately employment that will be the metric for whether or not we have
overcome the recession.
Sandra Wilkin, President, Bradford Construction Corporation
Obviously, a tremendous amount of new construction projects have been put on hold and total construction volume has been
decimated due to the economic crisis. As a company, we’re championing Integrated Project Delivery and BIM to create a more
collaborative working model and to be prepared once the economy bounces back. We recognize that the delivery of highperformance projects needs design and construction teams that are united in the spirit of common performance goals that
ultimately benefit all stakeholders.
Wolfgang Werner, AIA, LEED AP BD+C – Director of Sustainability, Thornton Tomasetti
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Global challenges.
Real solutions.
Strategic transaction advice to harness the potential of
public-private partnerships in infrastructure delivery.

Due
diligence

Strategic
procurement

Risk
management

Asset
optimization

At Halcrow, we’ve developed an unparalled track record of public-private
partnerships. Our ability to listen and our detailed understanding of P3
transactions have led to strong relationships with a range of clients including
public agencies, project promoters, concessionaires and financiers.
For information on how we’re solving some of our clients’ greatest
challenges, visit halcrow.com or email pppinfo@halcrow.com.

halcrow.com
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WWW.ZDLAW.COM

W H E N S U C C E S S M AT T E R S

Dedicated to the Practice of Construction Law

NEW YORK

NEW JERSEY

CONNECTICUT

New York is Growing with Grassi
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Public Private Partnerships and
Alternative Delivery Systems are
transforming the way New York will grow.
Grassi & Co. is proud to work with
the leaders in this initiative.

Grassi & Co., CPAs
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Advisors You Can Grow With
www.grassicpas.com

